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Introduction 
 
 
This guide is made by a beginner modeler, for beginner modelers, done with the 
help of the Morrowind modeling gurus.  I do not pretend to teach how to create a 
mesh (there are many books you can get) or to create a texture (I am not a 2D 
artist).  90% of the content in this guide is here thanks to contribution from the 
MW master modelers in the official forum and due credit will be given when 
mentioned.  The other 10% is my small contribution while getting acquainted with 
3D Studio Max.  This guide explains what works in Morrowind and how, so you 
don’t have to waste time re-inventing the wheel or experimenting on the basics, 
so you can put more time creating your new objects for the game.  Do not look 
for scripting here, GhanBuriGhan has the bible for MW scripting, and he has 
contributed to this guide with his suggestions and proofing.  Look for his guide in 
my site (Morrowind Scripting for Dummies 5.0)  Other guides are also available 
on how to use TES editor and making levels, quests, interiors, etc. 
 
Books I’ve read that I found easy to understand and helped me a lot in creating 
custom content for the game: 
1st – The 3D Studio Max manual and tutorials – Most of them are geared to the 
professional, but you can find out how to use the whole package. 
2nd – Teach yourself 3D Studio MAX 3 in 24 hours – by David J. Kalwick / 
Published by SAMS (www.samspublishing.com) –rated beginner to intermediate 
3rd – Modeling a Character in 3DS max – by Paul Steed / Wordware Publishing 
(www.wordware.com) –rated intermediate to advanced 
As you probably know, Paul Steed is a modeler/animator in Quake 2/Quake 3 
Arena.  Very good tips here for making low polygon meshes that look good. 
 
I recommend reading them in that order. 
 
This guide assumes you know how to create a mesh, texture it and export it to 
Morrowind using the official plugin.  If you know how to make a cube and export it 
into the game, you know the basics.  This guide will describe everything else that 
works in MW.  Animations and particles will be described only as to what works 
for the game, which is not a full tutorial of all of 3dsmax capabilities.  If you are 
looking for a full tutorial on max, there are many you can get for free in the 
internet (or get a book) 
With this big intro out of the way, let’s proceed to the guide. 



Getting Acquainted with Max Controls  
 

This is what it looks like when you launch the program.  The active viewport is 
highlighted in yellow. 
 

 
 
I have marked the important tools and tabs that will be mentioned in the guide, so 
you know where to go. 
Create Tab: Contains the buttons for object creation.  Note the row of icons 
under it.  The sphere is 3D objects.  The circle/triangle/square icon is for 2D 
objects.  The flashlight icon is for lights.  The next one is cameras (looks like a 
video camera).  The wave icon is for space warps.  The last one, the gears icon 
is for systems. 
Note that under the create icons you also have a drop-down menu.  It has more 
categories of objects related to the button.  Selecting any of them will also 
change the buttons available under the drop-down menu. 
Modify Tab: Probably the most important one in max, since it contains the 
“stack” and all modifiers for the objects.  You’ll find yourself working a lot in this 
tab.  From here you can collapse the stack of modifiers, convert to editable 
mesh, work on the UVW maps, etc.  I will elaborate more in this section, but for 
an in-depth description and learning more, refer to a max tutorial or buy a book. 
☺ 



Hierarchy Tab:  This one is also important, because you can assign/modify 
dependencies between objects, adjust the center/pivot points of the objects 
(extremely important for weapons, body parts, etc), etc. 
Motion Tab: (future release) 
Display Tab: (future release) 
Utilities Tab: This one’s importance is in regard to the tools it offers.  You can 
activate the polygon counter from here, which is useful while creating stuff for 
MW, since you can see if your creation will slow-down the game engine.  
MaxProperties is also available from here, which you use for animation, particle 
effects (think fire-swords, smoke, etc), etc. 
 
(more in future release) 

 
 
 
 



Getting Acquainted with TES Shader 
 

This is part of the official exporter plug.  It supports all the texturing effects you 
can use in Morrowind.  As Smudge (MW developer) puts it, you can also use the 
Blinn Shader (standard max shader) and I found it useful in some special effects. 
For the most part we’ll be using TES shader, just note I don’t know all the tricks 
in this shader, so I’ll be adding them as I discover them or someone tips me. 
TES shader is in the pull down menu in the materials window in 3dsmax.  Click 
on Blinn (default) and scroll down to TES shader. 
 
 

    



Notice how the basic layout of the material window changes to reveal the options 
the game allows.  The next picture shows the basic parameters, and what you 
use there. 
 
 

       
 
As you can see, lots of settings to play with.  Let’s start with the Diffuse button, 
next to the gray rectangle.  This one corresponds to the Base material in the right 
picture.  This is the main texture in your object, or how nice the surface will be 
according to your 2D artist skills.  Use Photoshop or any other program that can 
save in BMP, TGA or DDS formats.  PaintShop Pro 5  to 7 are reported to work 
with the official nVidia dds plugin for Photoshop.  You may have to create a 
Plugins directory in your Paintshop directory, if you don’t have one. 
Note that BUMP is repeated down the list.  I’ve experimented with the settings 
from the second BUMP and below and they don’t work.  If someone has made 
them work, let me know to include it in the guide.  Also, bump mapping is 
reported to crash Morrowind, although I didn’t experience any crashes using a 
GeForce 4.  It’s been reported that BUMP mapping only works for metallic 



objects, because it’s tied to the environment mapping in the game.  While 
experimenting with it, I got some weird mirror-like metallic texture on top of my 
almost invisible base texture.  Let’s recap.  Think of these settings as working 
layers, similar to the ones you find in a drawing program like Photoshop. 
List and description: 
Diffuse button or BASE – Your basic texture.  The texture you are applying to 
your object.  Keep this one detailed.  Most of the time is the only one you need.  
Texture files for this and all the other layers MUST BE in the formats BMP, TGA 
or DDS.  Morrowind doesn’t recognize other formats.   
DARK – A secondary texture you can apply to your object.  It obscures the basic 
texture.  Use this if you want darker versions of your object without having to 
modify the main texture (BASE) 
DETAIL – Also a secondary texture.  Use this to add markings or scratches to 
the object without modifying your main texture. 
DECAL – You can add this on top of your main texture as a decal (I know, it 
sounds redundant). 
BUMP – Supposed to be bump mapping.  This one doesn’t work as expected 
and introduces a weird metallic shine to your object that overpowers the main 
texture.  Advise, don’t use it. 
GLOSS – Doesn’t work.   
GLOW – This one works beautifully.  This is the texture you use to make glowing 
runes or objects.  Yes, you can have full glowing objects.  This texture has to be 
made on a black background if you don’t want full coverage. By black I mean 
RGB=0,0,0 in your paint program.  Any other shade will show and override your 
BASE texture.  The MW engine interprets black as transparent. 
PARTICLE COLOR  -  This one is used for particle effects.  Preferred textures 
use alpha channels (TGA or DDS)  Check the how to make an alpha channel 
texture section for more detail.  You need  these kind of textures if you don’t want 
your special effect to look like flying squares.  Be creative, the look of the special 
effect depends A LOT on how good your texture and use of alpha channel is. 
PARTICLE OPACITY – This one can be the same texture in PARTICLE COLOR 
or a grayscale or B/W image.  Again, black is transparent and white is solid. The 
darker the gray the more translucent it is. 
BUMP (the 2nd), REFRACTION and DISPLACEMENT don’t work.  I’ll keep 
experimenting. 
REFLECTION – Works with the BLINN shader, not with this one. This is how 
Vlix made the sword Alastor to have that lightning reflection effect. 
 
 
Make sure all the textures you are using in the object are present in the 
Morrowind\Data Files\Textures directory, or you’ll end up with a gray untextured 
object when you export it to NIF. 
 



Transparency Modes. 
 
I haven’t played much with these, so I’ll keep experimenting and more will come 
in future updates to the guide. 
NONE – Use this if your object is solid and no transparencies are present. 
AUTOMATIC - Untested 
STANDARD -  Standard transparency.  Need more testing. 
ADDITIVE – Check this one if you want your object to be transparent.  This 
affects the selected object and will make your base texture transparent, 
regardless of color. 
MULTIPLICATIVE – Untested 
ADVANCED – Uses the 2 drop down menus below.  Untested. 



Magical Glowing weapons, etc. 
 
This is asked by many beginner modelers in the official forum.  How do I make a 
weapon/armor/whatever with glowing gems/runes/etc.?  I invested some time in 
figuring this out as I never got an answer to my questions in the forum.  I’m glad I 
found the way to do it    Here it is for all to know. 
 
Glowing runes or objects are possible thanks to the GLOW setting in the maps 
section.  A texture made preferably in a solid color (glow color) with a black 
background is needed (black will show as transparent over the base texture-
make sure is RGB=0,0,0 BLACK).  The example below is from Leiawen’s Runic 
dai-katanas, from the original dual-wield mod.  You can have the color “fade out” 
to black, to give a fuzzy light effect, like the example. 

 
 

So enter your texture by clicking in the button next to the GLOW setting and pick 
your bitmap.  Should look like this: 

 



Notice how the glow texture appears on top of the base one.  Experiment with 
the percentage of glow.  You may want the fiery look of 100% (as in the picture), 
or you may want a subtle hint of glow and use a smaller number.  The end result 
is this nice rune on the object, and it can be seen in the dark in-game, where the 
regular texture is not visible.  Notice the dark lower corner of the following 
picture:  still shows a bright rune where the base texture is almost black. Picture is 
of an actual exported NIF file, viewed in the official NI viewer. 
 

 
 
Think of this as a color decal on top of the object, where black is transparent. 
 
If you want the whole object to glow, then make the whole  texture area in a color 
other than black.  People in the forum have done this for “glowing” swords and 
shields with a very nice look.  Note that you can animate the parameters for 
intensity so you can achieve “pulsating” or fading runes.  Check on how to 
animate parameters in the “animated textures – part 1” section ahead. 



Transparent / Translucent Objects 
 
There are some ways to make these objects.  I found them easier to make using 
the Blinn Shader (remember the default max shader?)  TES Shader can do it 
too, but it has too many options so I’ll cover it in a later release.  With the Blinn 
shader you can get transparency and translucency in a very easy way.  Let’s 
see, I’m going to make those runes in the previous topic to “float”.  The floating 
rune effect is done by making a transparent object (in this case a cube, but for 
added effect in a weapon or armor, it should be a plane) 
If you want the whole object (including the runes – runes will be lighter) to be 
translucent, then just go to the opacity setting and pick anything below 100% 
 

 
 
Note that we are changing the opacity value only when we need the glowing 
runes to be very translucent.  No need to change if you just want the glowing 
runes to show, and the object transparent.  The Opacity Map from the maps 
setting makes the object transparent in the black areas (same as in the glowing 
runes, BLACK=0,0,0 RGB is transparent, but in this case, it makes the mesh 
transparent)  If you want glowing runes to attach to an object, make a plane 
object instead of the cube.  Planes also have the advantage of lower polygon 
count (you can set them to only 2 per plane) 



MAKE SURE ADDITIVE IS SET IN THE EXTENDED PARAMETERS, or it won’t 
work.  That’s the setting that makes transparency happen.  You can leave the 
rest to the defaults.  Glowing here is achieved by 2 settings: One is the SELF-
ILLUMINATION map and the other is the SELF-ILLUMINATION setting shown in 
the picture above.  Make sure they are both checked, and pick the color (which 
can be different from the one in your texture) that you want fo r the “glow” 
These runes look a little “softer” than the ones created by TES shader.  You 
decide which one you want to use for your object. 
 

 
 
This is what you can achieve combining these effects 
 

 



Personally, I like BLINN for transparencies better, because you have that 
numeric percentage control over it.  TES shader can do transparencies too, but I 
have yet to experiment in-depth with all of the settings.  To make an object 
transparent in TES shader you need to set the transparency setting to additive. 
 

 
That’s all there is to it (for now).  You will get this as a result (note that max won’t show 
the object as transparent until you export it and see it with the viewer or TESCS) 

 



 
Note that you can also animate the transparency percentage in Blinn, to achieve 
disappearing/reappearing objects, like ghosts ☺ 
 
Refer to the animated textures – part 1 section to see how to animate parameters.



Reflection Maps
 

 
Fidel gave me this tip, as I didn’t get them to work with TES shader.  You need to 
use BLINN (unless someone found a way with TES shader – send the tip) for 
this effect.  You can actually make your objects “shine” with this one, depending 
on how good your reflection map is, or create some interesting effects.  I found 
that the texture to be used as the reflection map can be black&white (B&W), 
grayscale or full color, but you’ll have some weird color shift in the base texture if 
there isn’t enough BLACK in it (RGB=0,0,0) 
To the point:  Setup your base texture (DIFFUSE COLOR map in BLINN) and 
then scroll down and set your reflection map in the REFLECTION setting.  That’s 
all there is to it.  This map WILL BE  expanded to a very large size and “reflected” 
on your object as you rotate it.  Leave everything else on default settings, unless 
you want to combine more effects. 
 
 

 
 
Note the 2 settings needed for this effect on the picture above. 



This is the mandatory cube example.  Here I borrowed Fidel’s hammer texture for 
the base texture in the cube and chose a grayscale I made of a skull and used it 
for the reflection map.  You can see the skull on the cube as you rotate it (the 
reflection moves) 
 
 

 
 

You can also animate the parameters on this one, to achieve interesting effects.



Animated Textures – Part I 
 
Another topic requested by many.  Thanks go to Killgore Killack for discovering a 
way to do this without making track entries.  Works with all kind of objects, with 
the exception of statics.  Here is how it’s done: 
 
First texture your object as you normally do.  Now go open the diffuse map 
parameters window in the material editor.  Click button in the picture below. 
 

 
 



Now click on the Autokey or Animate (older versions) button.  

 
Notice the offset U,V in the material editor.  It reads 0,0 as that’s the default after texturing your 
object.  Move the slider to 100.  Now change the offset to read 1 in both U and V.  This is for 
demonstration purposes.  You can change the offset to only one of the coordinates if you wish, 
depends on the animation you want.  You can use rotation as well. 

 



Notice the bar is red and the autokey button too.  After getting the offset (you can 
use the other parameters as well) changed, turn off the autokey button. 
 
At this point check your animated texture by clicking on the play button (see pic)  
If everything looks the way you want, proceed to the next step. 
 
Open the curve editor as indicated in the picture below.  You’ll see a new window 
opening that shows a lot of curves and parameters. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Now look for your object on the left pane of that window.  It’s easy to see as it will 
be highlighted and it’s the only one that will display curves on the right pane 
when you click on it.  See picture in the next page. 
 



 
Notice that “default” has the U and V offsets highlighted, and it has a line on the right pane.  That’s what we  
are looking for.  Next click on “parameters curve out of range type” button (#2 in the picture) and check both 
buttons under the “Loop” selection and click OK.  This will tell Morrowind to loop the animation and you won’t 
need to set track notes.  Thanks again Killgore Killack for this excellent tip. 
Now for the last step.  Go to the tools tab (the hammer) and look for MaxProperties (click on MORE if you 
don’t have it in your main buttons)  Open maxProperties and click on Add.  Then click on “Animated” and 
check the “Bool” box.  Click OK.  Now export with defaults and you are done. 

 



Animated Textures – Part II 
 

In these following pages I will cover animated textures using sequences and video files.  These 
can make your objects A LOT bigger, specially with AVI files, and hit the performance (specially 
on slow machines) so use at your discretion.  Also, AVI files prefer the Freedom Force  exporter, 
as they usually don’t work using TES exporter.  When you use graphic files (BMP, TGA, DDS) for 
sequences, think of slides being changed rapidly on you object.  You can use them for very 
interesting effects.  MW uses this technique in the kwama eggs and other objects.  This latter 
sequences work fine with TES exporter.  Thanks go to Killgore Killack for experimenting with a lot 
of these settings and helping me bring them to you. 
 

1- Using File Sequences - First, you have to create your artwork.  The artwork has to 
be square in shape (power of 2).  I have used TGA,BMP and DDS files with success.  
Make the artwork at your discretion, but since it is a sequence, try to make them 
gradually different, so it looks smooth when animated.  Files have to be named the same, 
with the added numbers at the end in a progression.  For example: You make a 
sequence of textures called “lava”.  The files would be “lava01.bmp”, “lava02.bmp”, 
“lava03.bmp”… and so on.  Add more digits if needed ☺  When you pick the texture in 
Max, pick the first one and check on sequence, as in the picture. 

 

 
 

You can see every step on the picture above.  Go about applying a texture as you 
normally do, but when you pick your file, make it the one with the index 1 (first one) and 
don’t forget to check on “sequence” so Max knows you want the whole thread of files 



and not just the first one.  Make sure all the files are in the MW/Data 
Files/Textures directory.  You will be prompted with a new box (step 4) 
with the name of your file and the extension IFL.  Just click OK and you 
are done. Now go to Utilities (hammer icon) and click on MaxProperties 
and Add “animated” to the list and check on Bool=true (see particle 
animation pictures for detailed information on this step)  This will tell MW 
to play the texture sequence on your object.  Now you are ready for 
export.  Use TES exporter with default settings and enjoy your creation.  
Suggested applications: Changing particles, changing/moving runes, 
magical items, water, changing displays etc. 
 
2 – Using Video Files (AVI) – Let’s be clear about these: They are hogs.  
Since they only work well using the Freedom Force exporter, you can 
include the video texture in the NIF file, but a simple object can be as big 
as 50MB, easily.  Use at your own discretion: Some older video card 
hardware can’t handle big textures like these.  Thanks to these you can 
have true video displaying as a texture on your object.  You need a video 
editing program for this to work.  Personally, I own Adobe Premiere 6 
and Ulead Video Studio 7.  I prefer to create the video in Video Studio 7, 
but for final touches I use Premiere.  Premiere also has the nice capability 
of generating bitmap sequences out of a video file , so it saves a lot of 
work.  It can also generate targa sequences, but it compresses them, so 
Max won’t use them until you uncompress them in Photoshop and re-
save.  Too much work if there are hundreds of targa files to process.  Be 
aware that even a small 3 second video can have hundreds of frames, so 
the bitmap sequence WILL be that big.  The video file has to be square as 
well.  Powers of 2 are a must.  You can use Premiere to convert any video 
file to a square video file MW will use.  I will setup a detailed way to do this 
in Premiere in a later update. 
 
I am not including pictures of the process, as it is the same as regular 
texturing.  If you decide to convert the video to a bitmap sequence, use 
the instructions given before in “1-Using File Sequences”.  If you use the 
AVI file as-is, just apply it as you apply any texture.  It’s that simple.  The 
only thing you need to do is apply Maxproperties and add 
“Animated=True” and export it using the Freedom Force exporter.  You 
can choose to include the texture (in this case the avi file) in the NIF file.  If 
you forget the MaxProperties, you won’t get the animation, and the area 
where the texture is supposed to be will be gray.  Make sure the file is a 
standard Windows AVI.  MPEG, Quicktime, etc. won’t work.  Convert 
using Premiere before utilizing as a texture.



Making Particle FX Weapons and Objects. 
 
Even better looking than the glowing weapons, and imply a more magical look 
than the ugly plastic effect from the game.  The process is a little more 
complicated here, and it has to be done EXACTLY as described, or you’ll end up 
with a non-functional particle object that may even crash Morrowind.  Whenever I 
talk about a file with an alpha channel, please refer to the part of this guide that 
describes how to make one, since this is the kind of file you’ll be using to create 
your cool special effect. 
Credit to the way to do particles goes to Dangleberry.  He posted it in a forum 
thread.  Fidel explained it to me in more detail, and you already know him for his 
awesome creations.  Here you have a picture of his magic war hammer.  Thanks 
go to Fidel for the explanation and for providing the original Max file of the 
hammer for public study (download at my site)  These effects are very 
demanding on video cards lesser than a GeForce2, so don’t overdo it with the 
number of particles. 
 

 



The procedure for animated particle weapons is as follows: 
 

1. Refer to the guide to make an alpha channel file and make the artwork for 
your special effect (.  Use whatever art program you are comfortable with.  
Files can only be TGA or DDS (BMP files don’t have alpha channels). 

2. Create or load your mesh in 3D Studio Max.   
3. Somewhere around your object, create a plane: length and width = 1 and 

length and width segments = 1.  Make sure you check Generate mapping 
coordinates. (see picture) 

 

 
This is the smallest polygon possible for our needs (only 2 faces) 



4. Convert it to an editable polygon or mesh.  
 

 



Go to polygon sub-object selection mode, select the polygon, hold shift and 
rotate 180 degrees.  
 

 
 
Click on cloning to an element and OK.  This will keep your texture upright on the 
instanced geometry. 

 
 

5. Apply your texture to the plane object.  If you have not created the texture 
yet, read on for instructions on how to make an image with an alpha 
channel, next.



Making a Targa File with an Alpha Channel 
 
 
 

I decide to put this here as the information is not readily available, and you need 
this to make special effects, as in animated particles for weapons, etc.  This is 
geared towards Photoshop, which is what I use.  Use these instructions to 
create the textures for your particle models. 
First create your art, click on new and choose transparent background.  I like 
making it big first and then I’ll shrink it to a size acceptable for the MW engine.  
Pick any size you want now, just make it square (640x640 will scale nice).  Make 
it 16x16, 32x32 or 64x64 for particles, after the process.  MW will choke on 
anything bigger. 
 
 

 



After drawing your art, use the magic wand and select (or shift+click) on all the 
transparent areas. Go to Select and click on inverse.  Next click on the 
quickmask button (see pic).   
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Then click on the channels drop down and click again in New Channel.  Choose 
“Masked Areas” and click OK.  You should have a black screen now above Quick 
Mask. Make it viewable again and select your quickmask selection (art area), 
copy and paste into the Alpha1 channel.  Delete QuickMask, you don’t need it 
anymore.   



Now you have your artwork area in solid white over black.  You can paint gray 
areas here to give translucency, or keep it plain black and white for a hard edge 
look.  The darker the gray, the more translucent it is. After you are done, resize to 
64x64 or less.  Retouch the color channels if needed.  SAVE.  You are done.  If 
you reopen the file, you won’t see the alpha channel, but it’s there.  Morrowind 
will see it for particles and other effects. 
 
 
 

 
 
In a future update to the guide you’ll see how to do it with the more efficient DDS 
files. 



Now, on to create the particle system. 
 
 
 

1. Create either a Blizzard or Superspray particle.  These 2 work in MW.  
Blizzard generates particles that fall from a 2 dimensional square.  
Superspray will generate particles from a one dimensional point.  
Changing settings in Superspray can make it generate a one dimensiona l 
particle “beam” or spread it out from the point. 

 
 
 

 
 
 

2. Apply the same texture you applied to the plane to your particle system. 
 



 
3. Pick “instanced geometry” in particle type.  Click on the “Pick Object” 

button and select the particle you made (plane object)   

 



4. Particle size: this setting gives the size to the particle.  In MW, 1 is a drop 
(basically invisible) and 128 is the size of a person in MW.  Make it a size 
adequate for your effect. 

 

 
 



 
 

5. Use rate: this will dictate how many particles are created.  Exercise a lot 
of caution here, too many particles will choke your system or the MW 
engine.  Experiment a lot, start with 5 and work your way up or down. 

6. Emit Start/Stop: the frames at which the particles start and stop 
respectively.  Experiment here.  Negative numbers at Start will make the 
particle system begin the animation with a whole bunch of particles.  MW 
will loop the particle creation, so it is normal to have your particles stop 
and even disappear after a while and then restart all over again. 

7. Life: This determines how long the particles last in MW.  A value of 1 will 
make the particles disappear close to the emitter very quickly.  Larger 
values will allow the particles to expand out.  Again, experiment. 

8. Speed: This sets how fast the particles spread out.  Experiment with this. 
Sometimes you have to compromise on the look of the system (or work 
more at it) because the rate, life and speed will determine how many 
particles are on screen at the same time.  Too many, and either your video 
card or the MW engine will choke (Crash To Desktop or freeze)  In this 
case, go back to 3DStudio max and tone down the number of particles, by 
changing the values of those settings. 

9. Other notes of consideration:  
• Some options for the particle systems are ignored by the Morrowind 

engine, like spin and rotate .   

 



 
• In many of the previous settings you’ll see a “variation” setting.  This 

setting is a percentage, and will add randomness to the particle system 
by that much of a percent.  Experiment a lot (duh!).  The randomness 
will make the system have a more realistic look (very good for fire and 
smoke effects) For example: speed = 10, variation = 50% means 
speed will be from 5 to 15 (10 + or –  50%) randomly. 

 
Adding MaxProperties to the Particle System  
 
This needs to be done so Morrowind can see how you want to animate the 
particle system.  If you forget this part, MW won’t even show your particle system 
when you export it. 
 

1. Go to the UTILITIES tab. 
2. Click on “more” and find MaxProperties (you should put this in your regular 

button set) 
3. Click on “Add” and click on “ZMode10=” 
4. click on “Add” again and click on “Animated”.  Check the BOOL box and 

click “true” (if you don’t check this, it won’t animate) 
5. Click on “Add” one more time and click on “Follow”.  Check the BOOL box 

if you want and OK.  If you set follow to true, the particles follow the object 
(think of a torch or flame sword).  If you set it to false, the particles are 
“free” after being generated and they will leave a “trail” when you move, as 
in Fidel’s war hammer (notice his complex multiple particle system ) 

 



 
Exporting your finished model 
 

1. Right click on the plane object that you made next to your model and 
select HIDE (so it doesn’t show in MW) 

2. Use the official NIF exporter and use the default options. 
3. Add your  new object using the construction set. 
4. Launch MW and enjoy your creation. 

 
Other noteworthy stuff from Dangleberry: 

• You can have more than one particle system at a time (just look at Fidel’s 
hammer) 

• Don’t go crazy with particles, try to keep the numbers down. 
• Under your particle material, in the material editor, try setting the “self-

illumination” value to something other than zero.  At 100 the particle will 
glow at full intensity, at 10 it will glow dimly. 

• EXPERIMENT A LOT!!  
 



Making a Weapon 
 

Now let’s put all that stuff to good use.  You may not want to do this for regular 
creations, but for the purpose of this example, we’ll make a simple axe with runes 
and particle effects.  Why both? Because we need to practice what we just 
learned   Please take into account that this is not a max modeling tutorial, so I’ll 
just guide you on how to make a simple mesh (VERY simple).  Future versions of 
the guide may have an actual max tutorial, if I can find the time  
 
Launch max and create a cylinder.  This will be the axe’s handle.  Make it with 
the dimensions in the picture(remember, the average person in MW is 128 max 
units tall).  Check on Generate mapping coordinates.  Make a routine of 
ALWAYS checking this box. 
 

 
 
Next, convert to editable mesh.  For this you right click on the stack area and 
select “convert to editable mesh” (polygon works too).  The note in the picture 
(collapse stack) is for reference as you will be doing that very often. 
 
Now, to create the axe head.  Keep in mind that you can use many different ways 
to achieve this goal.  This is just one of them.  As usual, experiment.  
Create a line with the shape you want the axe blade to have when seen from the 
side.  Note we are using the program’s 2D tools here.  They will create FLAT 2D 



objects in the 3D space.  You can adjust the shape by going into the sub-object 
selection and moving around the corners or splines. 

 

 



Once you have the shape the way you want it, we need to turn this into a 3D 
object.  Go into the EDIT tab and scroll down the modifiers list and select 
EXTRUDE. 

 
 
This will immediately turn the 2D figure we made into a flat 3D object, so we 
need to adjust it to give it dimensions. 
 

 



Amount will correspond to the thickness of the object.  Pick a number that looks 
right (5 in the example).  I chose 3 for the segments, because I am going to 
further change that object.  Again, there are many ways to do this, so experiment 
and practice.  Don’t forget the “generate mapping coordinates” box.  Check it.  
Now we have a “solid” object.  We can apply modifiers, convert it to a mesh or 
mess with the dimensions (or all of the above).  For the purposes of this quick 
guide, let’s just turn it into an editable mesh and change the dimensions.  
Collapse the stack, this will turn the “line” and “extrude” entries into an editable 
mesh. 
 
 

 
 
You will get a warning window.  Just click on YES and ignore it.  All it means is 
that once you collapse the stack you will no longer have access to the original 
object and modifier parameters.  The object becomes a stand-alone mesh and 
you have access to the vertices and faces. 



 
 
Now for the fun part.  You now have access to the sub-object settings for the 
mesh.  You can “grab” the vertices and faces (think of an object made of putty) 
and change them as you wish.  Refer to the first picture in this guide to see 
where the move, rotate and scale buttons are.  You can use this buttons to 
“manually” adjust the shape of the object to whatever you want.   
In our case we will adjust the thickness of the blade so it looks sharp on one side.  
To make our lives easier, we will use the vertex select and go to the top-left 
viewer window and select the whole side we want to “thin” out. 
Notice the dots selected in the windows.  Now zoom into the area selected and 
start selecting each “column” of dots (vertices).  Go to the scale button and select 
and hold.  This will bring down the other 2 scale tools.  
Pick the last one (select and squash) and start resizing.  Make the right side 
paper thin and work your way up to the left.   
This is like sculpting clay, so check on the perspective view (rotate for a better 
viewing angle if needed) to see how it’s coming along. 
It doesn’t have to be “perfect”.  It will probably look like a roughly sharpened 
blade.  Now if you are looking for a perfect “brand-new” look, go ahead, spend 
more time polishing your mesh. 



 
 
Now you have an edge in your blade.  Unselect the vertex sub-object button and 
your mesh is ready.  Select the cylinder that we created for a handle and convert 
it into an editable mesh now (you know how to do this now). 
Select the axe blade again and position it so it sits in the right place regarding the 
handle.  Now it looks more like an axe. 
If we were to apply a single color to the whole object we would be almost done 
and we could just attach the meshes and finish.  But since we are going for a full 
effect (even on this cheap mesh), we need to texture the meshes properly. 
 
It is during this texturing stage that we will be applying the “glowing runes” to the 
axe.  I can’t tell you how to make the graphic for a texture.  That’s beyond my 
artistic talents (which are not that good), but I can tell you how to texture the 
object.  How good your object looks is going to depend a lot on how good you 
are at texturing it.  If you are not a good 2D artist (like me), there are several 
ways you can go at it.  First, ask a talented friend to do it for you.  If you can’t find 
someone who can texture for you, try getting good source material.  By that, I 
mean find pictures of objects similar to the one  you are making and download 
them or scan them for use as textures.  Personally, I use the latter and the new 
features in max 5.  The new features will be addressed in a future release of the 
guide, as they make life extremely easy for texturing (max 5 has features for 
game developers).  Suffice to say that the new features can generate 



professional looking procedural textures and “unwrap” them and “bake” them into 
bitmaps READY for in-game use  
 
Texturing the objects. 
 
We’ll cover how to apply a texture.  Have you noticed the great looking weapons 
in the many mods made by the many talented “modders” for Morrowind?  ALL of 
them use textures applied with UVW  mapping.  UVW mapping is a process 
similar to applying a decal on a model.  It uses the letters UVW instead of XYZ as 
not to get those coordinates mixed up, but it corresponds to the same XY-UV.  
The “W” is for procedural textures in the Z axis that we don’t use in MW, so it 
won’t be covered. 
UVW mapping allows for very precise positioning of a texture on a mesh.  Let’s 
get started.  Hit the “M” key on your keyboard to call the Material window.  You 
are already familiar with most of it, since we covered it before.  Load your base 
texture for the axe blade and apply it.  Notice the coverage of the map is not what 
was expected.  Click on the modifier list and select “UVW map”. 

 



Now check on planar (should be the default).  Most textures are applied this way.  
But there is no change yet on our blade.  Now select “UVW unwrap” and click 
edit. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Note the new window.  Here you can select the vertices and align them with your 
texture.  I borrowed the texture above from Fidel’s Hammer, but it works for the 
axe too.  Make sure you drag around the vertex to select it, that way you select 
all the vertices below.  Move them around and check on your viewer until you 
achieve the look you want. 
 
In the next page, note how we have changed the shape of the outline in the UV 
window (this won’t change the shape of the object, so don’t worry) and the result 
can be seen on the side.  The sharp edge is now covered by the “shinier” part of 
the texture, which wasn’t visible before. 



 
 
In this simple example this was pretty easy.  In some other cases, you have to 
rotate, scale and move your outline to match it to a texture (always the case 
when you didn’t make the texture)  Note you have move, rotate and scale  
buttons in the Edit UVW window.  These tools DO NOT modify your mesh, so 
use them to align the texture.  You could do the same for the handle, but we’ll 
keep it simple for it.  I’ll apply the runes on the handle. 
 
The process for the handle is similar.  Click on a second material and get the 
texture for it.  Also, load your glow texture in the right box (you know where they 
go now, check the picture in the next page).  The  handle is a simple wood 
texture.  Apply the UVW map modifier to the handle and select cylindrical and 
check cap.  This will “wrap” the texture around the cylinder. 
 
Don’t worry about the rune on top of the cylinder, as we will cover it with the 
particle system. 



 
 
Before we continue, select the blade and collapse the stack.   Do the same with 
the handle.  Go to the sub-object menu (below the stack) and click on attach.  
Now click on the blade.   
 

 



The default is match material Ids to Material.  Click OK.  Now the axe is put 
together.  It should look like the next picture. 
 

 
 
Before we create the particle system, let’s get this axe ready for use.  First, think 
on how you want to use it in the game.  Is it a one hand or 2 hand axe?  Why do I 
ask?  Because the pivot point will determine how the weapon will be positioned in 
relation to your character’s hands.  Put it in the wrong place or give it the wrong 
orientation and you can have very funny results (floating weapons, weapons 
upside down, etc)  
 
I am making this one a one handed axe (a big one )  so I will position the pivot 
low in the handle.  It would have to be higher for a 2 handed axe, and would 
correspond to the right hand of your character. 
First, move your object so the place where you want the hand to be is at 
coordinates 0,0,0 (where the thick lines intersect in the viewer. 
Now go to the Hierarchy tab and select AFFECT PIVOT ONLY.  Now you can 
see the pivot point.  Move it to the 0,0,0 coordinates.  Now click on the 2 buttons 
Reset: Transform and Scale. 
 
If we didn’t want the particle system, your weapon is ready to be exported to MW. 
 



 
 
Follow the particle system guide and place an emitter on top of the handle, to 
cover the rune.  Export to MW and enjoy. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Thanks again to everyone who collaborated in the creation of this guide 
 
This guide can be posted everywhere without my permission.  Fidel’s hammer file in my website 
IS NOT mine to authorize, so ask Fidel before you include it with the guide.  All I ask is for you to 
give credit to all who helped to create the guide.  If you have tips or better ways of doing 
something, or find errors in the guide send mail to thanostower@hotmail.com .  Any additions or 
corrections will be added and credited in future updates. 


